THE SAFETY CATCH
“HOW DO I KNOW I’M NOT GETTING MYSELF INTO A FINANCIAL PICKLE IN
DELIVERING A PROMISSORY NOTE TO WeRe Bank?
PEOPLE ARE SAYING I SHOULD BE CAREFUL!”
Yes, you should be careful, however, WeRe not like them. You will come to appreciate this
as we move along but at the beginning, all birthing looks difficult from the perspective of the
voyeur!
We will not need to call in the PN as it clearly states that it:
1. It has a maturity date - does it not? A maturity date is just that - it can't be called in prior it's not like conventional high-street banking robbery whereby they state: "payable on
demand!" to force re-possession and forced sale.
2. Therefore, we cannot act upon it until that maturity date arrives now, can we?
3. It also says that we can use it as a "negotiable instrument" too and that the moment we so
do, ie we trade it, then it negates any further liability you have to pay down that note, does it
not?
4. It says on the note we can ZERO [at the Second Jubilee] it for the payment of 1{one}unit
of RE, does it not?
5. We also allow you to pay it down over the years via "billable hours allocation" as well as
in earned units of Re which is/can be:
(a) any hours you care to tell us about that you have worked to perform “tasks of work”
which you should rightly be paid for like: ferrying the kids to school, running errands, taxiing people to the airport, cutting your friends lawn, doing unpaid jobs for people, painting a
house or room for your mother/grandma and any such other community work you may be
involved in and require paying for - no one does anything, any longer, for no payment.
There's more than enough for all!
(b) We ALSO allow, nay, ENCOURAGE you to "twin your normal job hours into the pay
down of the PN" as we regard you to be subject to energy theft by the PARASITIC STATE
and Energy Stealing Banking Whore, so we Re-Dress this imbalance for you.
" I hope this now clarifies and bathes our position in light in order to better illuminate the
path you are about to walk in order that you may feel at ease in the commitment you will
make, life-long, to WeRe Bank."
Peter of England

